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Spelling power grade 7 answer key

1 GLENCOE ART SPELLING POWER GRADE 7 2 To Students This Spelling Power Workbook provides the practice you need to improve your spelling and writing capabilities and to expand your vocabulary. Each spelling lesson focuses on a single spelling pattern or concept that is applied to the list of
words in Word Bank. You then have several opportunities to practice what you have learned: writing words, using them in sentences, recognizing and correcting them as you read proof, and apply spelling patterns or concepts to new words that follow the same pattern. If you're having trouble with
exercise, you can always go back to Word Bank discussions and Key Concepts, check out the material, and then go back to training. You can track your own progress and achievements in spelling by using the Student Progress Chart, which appears on the v page. With the help of your teacher, you can
score your work on any lessons, quizzes, or tests. After you know your score, use scoring Scale on the vii page to reflect on your percentage. Then mark your score (or correct percentage) on the Student Progress Chart. Share your Progress Chart with your parents or guardians as your teacher directs.
Glencoe/McGraw-Hill All rights reserved. Except as permitted under the United States Copyright Act 1976, no part of this publication may be reproduced or distributed in any form or manner, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written consent of the publisher. Send all enquiries to:
Glencoe/McGraw-Hill 8787 Orion Place Columbus, Ohio ISBN Printed in USA 3 CONTENT Student Progress Chart v Scoring Scale vi Unit 1 Lesson 1: Short Vocal Spelling Lesson 2: Long Vocal Spelling Lesson 3: Double Consonants Lessons 24: Perplexing Words Review Lessons Unit 2 Lesson 5:
Spelling \ô\ Sound Lesson 6: Spelling Schwa Sound Lesson 7: Spelling Seeds Sound Lesson 8: Words with i.e. and ei Review Lessons Unit 3 Lesson 9: Doubling Consonant Lesson Final 10: Dropping Silent Lesson Final 11: Keeping The Final Sil e Lesson 12: Final Y Lessons Unit 4 Lessons 13: Suffix -
ity Lesson 14: The Suffixes -ance and -ence Lesson 15 : Teaching Suffix -ion 16: Added Prefixes lesson Review 5 Lessons 17 : Prefix Advertisement Teaching 18: Prefix con Lesson 19: Prefix Number 20: Early Negative Review Lessons Unit 6 Lessons 21: Latin words Root scrib and fer Lesson 22: Latin
Word Root voc and mit Lesson 23: Easily Misspelled Words Lesson 24: More Words Easily Misspelled Review Spelling Power Grade 7 iii 4 Unit 7 Lessons 25: Plural Nouns Ends Vowels o Lessons 26: Compound Nouns End in Consonant Lessons o 27: Special Education Compound Nouns Ends in f and
fe Review Lessons Unit 8 Lessons 29: Extraordinary Compound Lessons 30: Spelling Form Ownership 31 : Spelling Form Ownership 31 : Spelling Form Ownership 31 : Spelling Lesson Word 32: Words Easily Scanned Lesson Review iv Grade 7 Spelling Power 5 STUDENT PROGRESS CHART Fills the
chart below with your score, using the scoring scale on the next page. Name: Pretest Oral Quiz Lesson Review Unit Spelling Power Grade 7 v 6 SCORING SCALE Use this scale to find your score. Row the number of items with the correct number. For example, if 15 of the 16 items are correct, your score
is 93.7 percent (see gray area). Correct Number of Item vi Grade 7 Spelling Power 7 Correct Number Number Of Power Spelling Items Grade 7 vii 8 9 Lesson 1: Short Vocal Spelling Word Bank wonderful symbolic basic abstract candid endurance culture Key Concepts 1. The short vowel sound is \a\ as
in the hat, \e\ as in the net, \i\ as it did, \o\ as in many, and \u\ as in the cup. 2. Short vocal sounds are usually spelled with a single letter. Comic bankruptcy spelling Practiced Put words from Word Bank in alphabetical order. Circle letters in each word spelling short vowel sound: \a\, \e\, \i\, \o\, and \u\
Spelling in Write Context words from Word Bank that best fit each sentence. 1. On the annual winter art show one contestant seized, To be, this was my first show. 2. He has been working with art for several years. 3. He focuses on geometric shapes and key colors. 4. To generate some of his images, he
uses processing. 5. A lot of the artwork sold is that the show is a success. Spelling Power Grade 7 10 LESSON 1 continues the Practised Proofread Reading Read paragraph below. Find five words that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each



word surrounded. Between the Tigris River and the Euphrates, on the ground we now call Iraq, put the maignificent ancient city of Babylon. At its centre rises up the king's palace, lush with rooftop gardens that seem to stretch to infinety. Babylon is a coal exhibition. On the outer walls of the fence, bricks
are adjusted in blue, green, and pink form the symbaulic images of dragons and bulls. Babylon Wall is a guarantee model some stand for over four thousand years Of Ensured Spelling Listed below are the other five words that reflect the Main Concept you've learned. Short vocal circles in these words.
Then use the words to complete the title of the imagine book that follows. Great hospitality random statistics 1. Immediately : Feed unexpected guests, by Jack N. D. Bachs 2. Stay Calm and, by Don Blowyerkool 3. Introduction to, by D. Min, Andy Median, and D. Mode 4. Carpets: Hobby, by Paddy O
Furniture 5. You Ace Test with Guess, by Liza Bluestreak and Doña Buyitt 2 Grade 7 Spelling Power 11 Lesson 2: Long Vowel Spelling Word Bank main coincides with repeatedly envisioning despite a gratify eulogy guarantee of speculation The Main Concept of Long vocal sound is often spelled with a
combination of vocals. The \ \ \ spellable sound ai, ay, or a_e. Dirty toy grapes \ƒ\ sound can be spelled ea, ee, y, i_e, or e_e. achieve finding useful machines competing The \ª\ spellable sounds igh, y, or i_e. sigh sky gift The \ \ sound can be spelled oa, ow, ough, or o_e. road blowing dough close The
\&amp;lt; sound\ can be spelled ou. , ew, eu, ue, ue, or u_e. you slightly cotle prick feud using Practised Spelling Select a word from Word Bank that uses the pattern described. Write your selections on the line. 1. \ spelled ai and ay 6. \ \ Spelled a_e 2. \ƒ\ spelled ee 7. \&amp;lt;\ spelling u Spelling in
Context 3. \&amp;lt;\ spelled eu 8. \ª\ spelled igh 4. \ \ spelled ou 9. \ƒ\ spelled ea and y 5. \ª\ spelled i_e 10. \ª\ spelled y Write words from Word Bank that best fit each sentence. 1. Lukewarm cheeseburgers seem to be our cafeteria menu. 2. It will be many of us if cafeteria food includes crispy salads,
homemade soups, and other healthy foods. 3. A new kitchen is personally designed for head chefs. 4. This change will take place with National Nutrition Week. 5. Will not be said for the departure of the old cafeteria. Spelling Power Grade 7 3 12 CONTINUOUS LESSONS Proofread Practised Reading
paragraph below. Find five words that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word surrounded. Over the years, scientists have repeatedly suggested that there may be a tenth planet outside of Pluto. Now astronomers have new information to
make it easier for us. After studying the orbits of many comets, astronomers speculated that the planet might actually dwarf small and dark star chocolate. Altho they haven't been able to guarantee that the star is there, such a star will make our sun parts of the spelling star system listed below are eight
more words that reflect the Main Concept you've learned. Circles of letters spelling the sound of long vocals in each word. (Refer to the Main Concept for assistance.) Then use the words to complete the crossword guess. deployed borough harnesses seasonal ridicule Across 1. destroyed or rot 7. related
to certain times of year 8. out of date 10. following in sequence 11. to mock 13. to hold yourself back 14. urban administrative unit 14 Down 2. repressive ruler 3. very disturbing 4. length of time 5. thin cloth covering 6. less dirty 9. at any one time 12. Emergency Room (abbreviation) e 5 v e 8 s 9 l l n 12 e
13 r 7 6 c e 10 n e you e x 4 Grade 7 Spelling Power 13 Lesson 3: Double Consonants Word Bank gives official efficiency meets the challenges of satellite praising the successful opponent's assistant Consonant often follows short vowel sounds. disease motto 2. Multiple consonants usually represent a
single sound unit. nagging 3. Sometimes multiple consonants double two sound units. successful (\k\ and \s\) fishhook (\sh\ and \h\) Spelling Practiced Put words from Word Bank in alphabetical order and double consonant circles. After each word, write 1 for each set of double consonants that represent
a unit of sound. Write 2 for each double set of consonants representing two sound units. Examples: Access 2, Spelling in Write Word Context words from Word Bank that best fit each sentence. 1. Twins as it soars across the night sky. 2. The launch of spaceflight is the result of several countries. 3. Quick
scientists to the team of international engineers working on this project. 4. Thanks to them, the launch is perfect. 5. Each participant is treated as an affiliate, rather than Spelling Power Grade 7 5 14 LESSON 3 continuously Reciprocal Proofread Practised reading paragraph below. Find five words that are
unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word surrounded. Akela's wooden wolf son is a chalenge to keepers at the San Diego Zoo. Can a shy and withdrawn child, who has been bought from the breeder, make a seductive transition to the zoo's life?
The seasonal plan is to give Akela a big sister. The Guardian hopes that Nala, a young gold retriever, will meet the needs. Soon the outgoing Nala had Akela romping and played. Zookeepers call Nala their best spell below are eight more words that reflect the Key Concept you've learned. Double
consonant circle. After each word, write 1 if double consonants represent a unit of sound or 2 if they represent two sound units. Use the word to complete the Tom Swiftie puns that follow. access fort the illusion of grammar barren mammals irritating offensive 1. Here at our photo safari, we need the best
camping equipment, says Tom in earnest. 2. I am proud that there are no mistakes in our leafter, says Tense Tom. 3. South African square and slashed in the summer, According to Tom dryly. 4. If you're a rhino, they might charge, says Tom flatly. 5. They use their horns as weapons, saying Tom pointed
out. 6. No one can sneak into the Old Zimbabwe, says Tom with the guard. 7. Mirage is kind of, says Tom cheerfully. 8. What covers the most bodies? ask Tom blurred. 6 Grade 7 Spelling Power 15 Lesson 4: Perplexing Words Word Bank diaphragm finely ghastly camouflage chaos revenge dialogue
fragment debris fatigue Key Concepts 1. Although the sound of words can often help you spell correctly, the spelling of many English words is difficult to remember because spelling reflects the pronunciation from other languages. For example, in languages Central, consonant b in fine has been sounded.
Modern English drops sound but keeps spelling. 2. Some of the most difficult words to spell contain unquoted vocals. This silent vocal may also reflect other languages. For example, Amusement and other words -gue come from French. Spelling Practiced Select a word from Word Bank that fits each
pronunciation. Write your selections on the line. 1. \d brƒ \ 6. \v g\ 2. \f tƒg \ 7. \dª fram \ 3. \k os\ 8. \suit l\ 4. \ven js\ 9. \kam fläzh\ 5. \dª lôg \ 10. \short gast lƒ\ Spelling in Write Word Context words from Word Bank that best suit each sentence below. 1. Junior Theatre staging Macbeth, Shakespeare plays
about ambition and. 2. A voice coach helps actors by playing s. 3. Speaking from you, not just from your throat, he advises. 4. In some scenes, the voice needs to sound eerie and. 5. The actor hopes to create fear but harassment. Spelling Power Grade 7 7 16 CONTINUOUS LESSONS ProofRead
Practised Reading paragraph below. Find five words that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word surrounded. Petra has a perfect camoflauge. Deep in the desert powds, this two-thousand-year-old city has been carved from sandstone
walls in pink and tan suttle colours. A stop in the rock town must ease the exhaustion of many travellers, for Petra to have drained water piped through channel systems and cisterns. The city has survived despite the Mideastern political caos. Today, amid millennial debrie, Petra's ancient structures can
still be seen Spelling Ensured Below are the other five words that reflect the Main Concept you've learned. Use words to fill in the definition of checked sentences that follow. aerial mechanism of over-grotesque wretched 1. Weird Ballet Steps: Arabesque 2. covers a TV antenna with earth: funeral 3. Too
long street name: address 4. Father: Unhappy pappy 5. Invisible : Unsanctioned machine 8 Grade 7 Spelling Power 17 Unit 1: Lesson Review 1 4 despite the abstract challenge of debris diaphragm resistance digital efficiency made it easy to meet the official mainstay guarantee repeatedly successful
symbolic infinity select words from the best list complete the record of selected Write sentences 1. at the boundary line: interference at borders 2. Snoop: Computer invader 3. Garbage in the ocean: at sea 4. is a camping shelter: represents camping 5. Be it and catch a person of interest: understate and
fascinated 6. Educate the giant: Titan 7. meet the final proof requirements: will be 8. endless supply of white fudge : dishonesty 9. Hard-to-claim agreement: contract 10. explain what that means: defines streamcing Select words from the list that most complete the sentences. Write your selections on the
line. 11. Leona wants to play tuba, her parents suggest piccolo. 12. Leona asked her parents why they prefer piccolo, they could only give an explanation of their concerns. For example, they asked if Leona could give absolutely that will not disturb neighbors. He patiently and convinced them that he would
practice gently. He likes to overcome the obstacles, so he unleashes the one the tuba offers. 16. Copper parts are important; it's a parade band. 17. A tuba player needs muscle as well as the ability of music to be on the tryouts band. He practices deep breathing to strengthen him. 19. He jogged and lifted
weights to build stamina and. Leona has only one protest: the band's uniform is lime green and orange. Spelling Power Grade 7 9 18 Lessons Application for ProofReadIng 1 4 Read the updated fairy tale below. Find twenty words that are unpretentious and their circle. Then, on the numbered rows, write
the correct spelling for each word surrounded. Once there lives a king who won't let his daughter get married. The Queen is in complete acord. We would be candide, Rapunzel, dear, they told the princess. There is no enaction we will find a suit eligible for you. But I have a fund protest to be single!
connected princesses. This is gastly! If you don't let me find a husband, I guaranty I'll run away! After the dialouge, the king began to speculate on the wisdom of leaving Rapunzel unregulated. He locks it in a maignificent tower deep in the woods. There he spent his days calming down for vengence, silent
only when the fatig overcame him. Meanwhile, following cultural norms, the prince of the nearby satellitee nation is blessed in the quest. Althou he was shruged by the tower, he was confused by the sound of anger coming from him. He prudently performed camaflauge gear and hid in the underbrush.
Soon appear oponent? No, it's just the king's asistant. Rapunzel, Rapunzel! slaves cry. Leave your hair! From the high window, the princess discovered her long braid. The slave tied the basket to the braid, and Rapunzel pulled his supper. What a fate that the arrival of slaves should coincide with me!
think prince. Once the slave left, he appeared and called, Rapunzel, Rapunzel, let your hair! Rapunzel underestimates to see a man dressed as a goose bush. Well, he thought, I combine his creativity ... He unpacked his braid, and the prince began climbing. Yowch! however Rapunzel. How much do you
weigh? Patience, sweet petunia! Soon you'll be me! But Rapunzel reaches for the senses. Why should I go bald just to give you gratitude? I'm a princess, not a climbing string. Go find yourself another petunia. And lose weight! Snip! The prince is history. Rapunzel makes peace with her parents, inheriting
the government, happy life ever after Grade 7 Spelling Power 19 Lesson 5: Spelling \ô\ Sound Word Bank audible authentic vigilant perfect slaughtering easily thought the famous Steering Seaboard Key Concepts 1. Spelling au sound \ô\ or aw in most words. August a terrible offence pulled 2. Spelling \ô\
sounds a, augh, or ough in a few words. Stopping Stopping should be 3. Spelling \ôr\ sound or oar in many words. rough spelling form Practiced Putting words from Word Bank in alphabetical order. Spelling circles of spelling \ô\ or \ôr\ sounds in each Spelling word in the Write Word Context of a word from
Word Bank that best suits each sentence. Make sure you spell \ô\ and \ôr\ sound correctly. 1. In eastern Africa puts the wealthy city state of Kilwa. 2. There are Swahili traders trading gold for goods from India and China. 3. The Portuguese Fleet attacked Kilwa in the Outcome of many citizens. Even with
memories of the attacks, Swahili soon regained control of the area. Spelling Power Grade 7 11 20 ProofRead Practised Read paragraph below. Find five words that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word surrounded. How to appeal
musicians: Try putting musical instruments in the fridge. Surprisingly, some of the vibrant artists used this technique on trumpets, horns, and other copper tools. With proper precautions, freezing will not harm the instrument. The players claim that after freezing, copper gets a more independent, more
athentic tone. The difference, they say, is clearly the aughdible Spelling Listed below are the other eight words that reflect the Main Concept you've learned. Spelling circles ô\ or \ôr\ sound in each word. gaudy hoarding mauled a naughty nautical moral minority widespread Do you talk Latin Pigs? In this
artificial language, you take the first consonant from the front of the word. Then add the consonant to the extra smear at the end of the word. For example, Latin Pigs become Ig-Pay Atin-Lay. Write the translation of each Latin Pig word below. 1. auled-may 5. oral-may 2. teach-nay 6. audy-gay 3. oarding-
straw 7. awling-spray 4. inoriti-may 8. autical-nay 12 Grade 7 Spelling Power 21 Lesson 6: Spelling Schwa Sound Word Bank comic percentage comparable to the kernel status of the faculty kernel of the minimum status vigor Key Concepts 1. Schwa ( ) represents the vocal sound of indistinct in an
untrotrollable syllable. 2. Any un problematic vocals can spell the sound of a schwa. on an edify item gallon 3 cactus. Spelling \ l\ sound al, el, il, ol, ul, or le. Jewel trial tendril violin fear apple 4. Spelling \ r\ ar sound, er, ir, or, you, or ure. Popular cave admiral doctors surprise future spelling Practiced
Select words from Word Bank that match each pronunciation. Write your selections on the line. A vocal circle that spells out the sound of schwa. 1. \fax l tƒ\ 6. \kurn l\ 2. \st t s\ 7. \vig r\ 3. \comm i k l\ 8. \los f r\ 4 fees. \mean m\ 9. \comm p r l\ 5. \p r sen tb\ 10. \st billing tƒ\ Spelling in Write Word Context
words from Word Bank that best suit each sentence. make sure spelling the schwa sounds correctly. 1. The new bridge is still in question. 2. Bridges must meet standards earthquake safety. 3. Will the bridge score enough points to pass the inspection? 4. The engineer collaborated to see that the bridge
passed the inspection. 5. Their ultimate goal is and strength. Spelling Power Grade 7 13 22 CONTINUOUS LESSONS 6 Continuous Proofread Practised Reading paragraph below. Find five words that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each
word surrounded. Question: A great philosopher wearing turbans, riding donkeys, and making everyone laugh? Answer: Nasrudin, the legendary Joker Mideast. For centuries, people around the world have chuckled on these commicle stories but wise mullahs (comperabel to rabbi or priest). Either
isolating the enemy or logically proving that his son is eggplant, Nasrudin has a facal for undated fools. Under the humor in each of Nasrudin's stories lies a kernal spelling of the truth listed below are eight more words that reflect the Main Concept you have learned. Unplug the letters to spell each word
correctly. Write words on the line. simple acute ignorance goes against an alternative journal pursuing natural 1. tea 5. dreameto 2. ruseup 6. pipesoot 3. 7. letterana 4. ronjalu 8. groannice 14 Grade 7 Spelling Power 23 Lesson 7: Spelling The Sound Word Bank seed exceeds the result of replacing the
intercede cede before the seed admits replacing The Main Concept 1. Spelling cede the sound of seeds or ceed in most words. ahead of success 2. If the suffix starts with the vocals added to the cede word, the final e is dropped. decreased before 3. Spell the seed sound with s for just one family word.
supersede supersede Spelling Practiced Puts words from Word Bank in alphabetical order. Line the letters spelling the sound of the seeds. After each word, write the number of Primary Concepts that apply to it. Examples: ahead, Spelling in Context Read each pronunciation and definition. Then write
words from Word Bank in blank to complete the sentences. 1. \sƒd\ to escape: The boring king had to power. 2. \s sƒdz \ withdraw from the group: Some Quebec citizens hope their territory 3. \prō sƒdz\ (n.) profit; \prō sƒdz \ (v.) continue: from Canada. If the sale burns as planned, we will net high. 4. \con
sƒd ing\ produces: The debater is not happy about 5. \in t r sƒd \ for the mediate: Jon's mother was angry, but her aunt would try to point to her opponent. on his behalf. Spelling Power Grade 7 15 24 CONTINUOUS LESSONS 7 Continuous Proofread Practised Reading paragraph below. Find five words
that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word The contribution of early Chinese scientists can remove people from any other group. By 200 B.C., when the Han dynasty replaced the Qin dynasty, Chinese ships already had rudders more than
a thousand years before European ships had rudders. rudders. paper inventions preceded Egypt by 800 years. Long before the Dark Ages Europe had died, the Chinese had created matches, matches, and shotguns. Hanging years bring inventions such as bicycle chain drives (China 976; Europe 1770)
and type moving (China 1041; The European 1450) Spelling Listed below is another five words that reflect the Main Concept you have learned. Line the letters spelling the sound of the seeds. Then read the definition below. Use the code box to specify each word. For example, would be a LED. accede
antecedent very much procedure replaces 1. Very big: Previous things: how to do things: to agree or go along with: replacing: A B C E 2 F 2 F H I,J K 3 L M N O P 4 Q R 5 V W X Y Z 16 Grade 7 Spelling Power 25 Lesson 8: Words with that is and ei Word Bank priestly unyielding preparations on whether
sovereign rule ruled the vein heirs the weight of The Main Concept 1. Follow the old rhythm for most words with i and e. Write i before e except after c, the belief of the shield accepts or when sounded as, as in neighbors and weights. 2. Exceptions to memorize: relaxed seizure proteins whether a fake
strange species Of Foreign Spelling Practice Puts words from Word Bank in alphabetical order Spelling in the Context Write words from Word Bank that best suits each sentence. 1. Deep underground, golden runs through quarza and other rocks. 2. Game metal was once reserved for royals and classes.
3. Issues have been decided by the rulers decorated with gold. 4. Today gold jewelry may be family. 5. as a coin or as a jewellery, gold keeps its value. Spelling Power Grade 7 17 26 CONTINUOUS LESSONS 8 Continuous Proofread Practised Reading paragraph below. Find five words that are
unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word surrounded. King Christian X, rose as Danish soveriegn during World War II, was a quiet hero. After Hitler s siezure from Denmark, the Nazi leader ordered Christians to address what they used jewish
problems. Unwavering monarchs replied, We have no such problem here. Soon after, he went to service Saturday at a synagogue. Danes quickly misrepresented his silent message. They are united to protect Denmark s seven thousand Jews and their passion for the safety of the Spelling Application
Listed below are seven more words that reflect the Main Concept you have learned. transportation educates the strange frieze of shriek relieved Soldiers Fill in each word next to the definition below. The surrounding letters will complete. Old letter carriers never die; they are just them. alleviate discomfort:
v 2. Military personnel: d 3. High screams or wail: r 4. transported goods: r 5. Decoration: r 6. Weird or eerie: d 7. Stabbing or penetrating: n 18 Grade 7 Spelling Power 27 Unit 2: Study lesson 5 8 cede comparable conceding above the minimum improper kernel of faculty priests ruled seaboard secede
slaughter sovereignty replaced vigor unyielding who thought Select the words from the list best completed the sentences. Write your selections on the line. 1. Graybeard Pirates, who are promising the east coast, are called the east torment. 2. His reputation is similar to that of a Child Captain; the simplicity
of the two pirates as well. 3. The King of Spain, like every other, dreaded the Graybeard attack. 4. Intense pirates have never been supported; he is in his quest for wealth. 5. The ability to feel nearby treasures is the most interested. 6. Only sharp observers may be its disadvantages. 7. The secret
violence of the brave marauder, giving him no peace. 8. It was a clever person and the browser who first realized that Graybeard was never attacked on Monday. 9. Instead, he will safely pass route to any vessel he found. 10. Is his fear on Monday his desire for wealth? Unlink each character set to spell
the words defined below. Write words on the line. Use a list of words to check your spelling. 11. Grovi strength 12. nerkle small lumps or core 13. dees to withdraw from group 14. immune at least 15. complete law 16. Law of eggrinni or administering 17. 18. galetrush for butcher or massacre 19.
deepressu to replace 20. cincegnod produces or acknowledges Spelling Power Grade 7 19 28 Proofreading Application Lesson 5 8 Read the whodunit stories below. Find twenty words that are unpretentious and their circle. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word
surrounded. too bad! moaning Dorothea, Duchess of Dotson. My hierloom is priceless stolen! The awthentic Hittite pink ring (gold, with its combat axe inlaid design) was vanished over the weekend. Siezure police evidence that may have appeared to have appeared clueless. Fortunately detectives and
famous philosophers have agreed to take the case. His percentage of success was remarkable. My ether will solve this mystery within a week, he announced, or my name t Socrates Sleuth. Haste is important; the trail grows cooler with every successful day. As a prehistory, Sleuth interviewed all
household members, no matter how low their statistics are. He shrified the idea of events that had preceded the theft. Now he has a wieghty job to draw conclusions. He thought so hard that the viens on his forehead were bullied. She thought so hard that her hair was choked up before the Duchess's
eyes. I suspect, he said in the end, that this crime lasted from the famous felon den, I. R. Smartalecky. There is a terrible gasp from behind Demeanor sleuth changed. Does it appeal to you, the Duchess of Dotson, he is intoned, to know that the criminal is in this house? She opened the door to revealing
an almost commicle sight: Sneeps, butler, listening in the lunch. Fast maid living room moved to a crossroads. He couldn't steal the ring! he cried. He's not even here eleven on Saturday night! His wild eyes showed a lack of emotional stable. Ah, says Sleuth, and how do you know the exact thertile days
and times? No one else has any idea. Betrayed by his love for butler, the maid confessed. Sleuth, you're a genius! declared duchess. In what school do you learn your craft well? Sleuth dribbled his eyes. Elementary, my beloved dotson Of Dotson Grade 7 Spelling Power 29 Lesson 9: Doubling The End
of Word Bank Consonant prompts to be forced to put forward a forgotten repellent repellent forbidden to prohibit the Main Concept double the final word consonant before adding a suffix if all the following four conditions apply: 1. Words end in one propellant propel propel (compare: defendant) 2. One
vocal precedes the consonant. upset (compare: not palatable) 3. The word s last syllable is depressed. trans mit sent (compare: e edit) 4. Suffix starts with a vocal. regrets can be regrettable (compare: regret ful regretful) Spelling Practice Select words from Word Bank that combines every word root and
ends. Write your selections on the line. 1. Extol ed 6. propel er 2. refer al 7. force ed 3. repel 8. postponement of 4. forget capable of 9. send ed 5. forget ful 10. prohibits spelling ing in The Word Writing Context word from a Word Bank that best suits each sentence. 1. To take a housekeelling course, Mac
needs one of his swimming coaches. 2. March with his application form. 3. Because he needs extra time to pay the fees, Mac gets a. 4. His first voyage wouldn't. 5. Angled in the water starch, and he had to be oversanned. Spelling Power Grade 7 21 30 CONTINUOUS LESSON 9 Continuous Proofread
Practised Reading paragraph below. Find five words that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word surrounded. Did you find the bug repeling? The city of Enterprise, Alabama, has a monument for bugs. Boll weevils are a forbidding prospect
when they attack Enterprise in Them destroying cotton fields, once the basis of the local economy. Farmers forced to try other crops soon found themselves making more money than ever before. Thankfully citizens have not forgotten. In 1919 they raised a statue evicting the evil boll as a blessing in
disguising the Listed Spelling below are five more roots of words that reflect the Main Concept you have learned. Follow the Main Concept to add the indicated ending. Write your new words on the line. excellent doing concurrently occurred regretted 1. do ing 4. occurred ed 2. 5. regrets may be 3. Excel
ed Check your spelling by searching for and surrounding five new words in the word ribbon. 22 Grade 7 Spelling Power 31 Lesson 10: Dropping Coincidence Final silent e Word Bank pursues diversity shining the narrator of the ridiculously ignorant Key Concepts 1. Drop the word s finale silent e to add
suffix to start with vocals. debate can debate file immediately filing 2. Drop e to add -y. nose y nose 3. To add -ly to the words that end up in le, usually drop le. can be absolutely 4. Exceptions to memorize: overall rock age mileage spelling is entirely Practiced Select a word from Word Bank that combines
the root of the word and is quite indicated. Write your selections on the line. After each word, write the number of Primary Concepts that apply to it. 1. Notes can be 6. narrated or 2. coincided with ence 7. shine y 3. variety of ity 8. readable ly 4. cemuh ous 9. chase ing 5. upside down al 10. radiate ing
Spelling in The Write Context of a word from a Word Bank that best suits each sentence. 1. Dream, Robert Scott bears for the South Pole. 2. Critics branded his efforts, but he ignored them. 3. He met each new one with courage. 4. He recorded every day of the fight in his journal. 5. Scott is the final
match of his own tragic tale. Spelling Power Grade 7 23 32 CONTINUOUS LESSONS 10 Continuous Proofread Practised Reading paragraphs below. Find five words that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word surrounded. Every
thousands of shiney meteors rammed the night sky. Perseid meteor showers are observed summer events. Meteors sometimes show a surprising diversity of colors, from red and orange to gold and green. The term Perseid refers to the constellation of Perseus, from which the meteor appears to shine. In
fact, this appearance is just a coincidence. The falling stars are really part of the comet's tail that orbits the sun spelling listed below are ten more word roots that reflect the Main Concept you've learned. Add the indicated ending. Write your new words on the line and then circle them in the maze word.
adventurous approval of futility confidence indicators recognizes saving subtly saucy 1. ous adventure 6. recognize capable 2. approve al 7. Rescue ing 3. configuration 8. complete ing 4. wasted ity 9. sauce y 5. indicates or 10. fine ly t a z e l a l a l i v i v i o j j l v i l y i 7 Spelling Power 33 Lesson 11:
Keeping the End of Silence e Word Bank manages the bold awareness of the bold endless enforcement of the significantly agreed Main Concept 1. To add the suffix to begin with a consonant, keep the word silent final e. spite ful spite placement 2. Memorising two exceptions: judges Terrible ment 3. In
words with a soft c or g sound, go on a enough start with a footprint can detect anger 4. When adding enough to the words ending in an ee or oe, the final e is usually saved. Free dom Freedom free free hoe ing hoeing Spelling Practice Select words from Word Bank that combine each word's roots and is
quite shown below. Write your selections on the line. After each word, write the number of Primary Concepts that apply to it. 1. Be aware of ness 6. ous courage 2. defense is less than 7. managing capable 3. absolutely ly 8. woe ful 4. purpose ful 9. agreeable 5. enforce 10 ment. notice capable of Spelling
in Context Write words from Word Bank that best suit each sentence. 1. Where the Red Fern Grows, a boy works hard to buy two puppies. He finds keeping them tough, but. 3. If he leaves them, they start how. 4. Smaller puppies have soft, nature properties. 5. Both dogs prove when the mountain lion
attacks. Spelling Power Grade 7 25 34 CONTINUOUS LESSONS 11 Continuous Proofread Practised Reading paragraph below. Find five words that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word surrounded. Manatees are sometimes called
ocean clowns are among the least defensive of sea mammals. Massively and moving slowly, many have no fear of humanity. As a result, affairs are often harmed by power boats and jet skis. A significant decrease in the number of dealings was also due to habitat loss. Wildlife experts hope to increase
public prowess about the pleasure of manatees. These experts feel that new laws and careful enforcement can save the threatened animal Spelling Listed below are the other six words that reflect the Main Concept you have learned. Add the indicated ending. definitely idle non-stop regret tiptoeing of
service 1. idle ness 4. remorse ful 2. tiptoe ing 5. available services 3. definitely ly 6. less purpose Use new words to complete tongue twisters. Then try repeating each sentence four times fast! 7. Tim Tipper is to Pit Tiptop Stop. 8. Seven sisters filter with sifters. 9. And Donna Dipper is different. 10. Lazy
Lila is located at 11. Ray completely spoiled his red Rover. 12. Pumps prefer the perfect purplish wallet. 26 Grade 7 Spelling Power 35 Lesson 12: End y Word Bank vesting capacity that can be denied testifying the annoyance of lonely jobs voluntarily injuring the main concept of destiny the following
Rules will help you add enough to the words ending in y. 1. Convert y to i if consonant precedes y. pry ed fanciful fanciful depending on ice depending on 2. Make sure y when adding -ing. pry ing prying 3. Keep the y that the vowels are spitting out. play the joyful joy of conveying the spelling of The
Practiced Select words from Word Bank that combine each root of the word and suffix. Write your choices on the line. Then write down the Main Concept number used in each selection. 1. deny capable 6. the outrage 2. ous 7 injuries. using ment 3. Lonely ness 8. capacity 4. destiny es 9. voluntary ly 5.
testifying ing 10. Spelling ness hardware in Context Writes words from Word Bank that best fits each sentence. 1. Tran is looking for an exciting summer. 2. He wants to use it for mathematics and writing. 3. He knows he has the need for outdoor work. 4. His grandmother reminded him that even small
decisions could affect us. 5. The wisdom of his grandmother's words is not. Spelling Power Grade 7 27 36 CONTINUOUS LESSONS 12 Continuous Proofread Practised Reading paragraph below. Find five words that are unpretentious and their circles. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct
spelling for each word surrounded. No one is sure why Emily Dickinson voluntarily withdrew from the world. She was still a young woman when she retreated into her room. Not even his family knew that he had written hundreds of poems. Is his isolation an injury to him? Does he feel great loneliness? Is
he filled with annoyance at daily problems? The only answer is his poems, testifying to his rich inner life. Today the poems are classics spelling American literature listed below are six more words that reflect the Main Concept you've learned. Add the indicated ending. allies adhere to postponing the
mysterious galaxy 1. comply with ants 4. galaxy es 2. default ants 5. mystify ing 3. delay ing 6. affiliates use the above words to complete this imagine business address. 7. &amp; 8. to 11. Pay, Non-School Adab Express Loan Company 40 Olfashen Way 10 Grandiwanna Ave. Excuuze, ME Gimmelotts,
MO 9. The most remote 12. Materials Space Tourism Agency Supplies Blastoff Place 2-B Moe St. Astronomy, AL Trick, KY 10. for UFO Research 1 Pecyool Crop Circle, IA 28 Grade 7 Spelling Power 37 Unit 3: Review Lesson 9 12 Equational capacity agreed coincidence the brave defense was denied
enforcement forgetting forgetfulness that could legally manage the narrator of the ignorant reference propeller testifying the absurd wording of the list correctly combining the word roots Then draw 1. Managing can a. stupid 2. forget capable b. sad 3. agree may c. postponement 4. denying can d. possibly
to control 5. woe ful e. fun or willing 6. forget the bold ful f. 7. postponement g. to force dishonesty 8. enforce ment h. failed to remember 9. ous i. it is possible to refuse or reject 10. unforgettable courage Select a word from the list of the best completing sentences. Write your selections on the line. 11. Isak
is, or storyteller, in a book about East Africa. 12. Being a witness to the past, his book Out of Africa is filled with true stories into the passing era. 13. A series of wanderings begins with a friend, introducing him to a new bushman. 14. In the shiny and the plane, they soar high hills and valleys. 15. The roar
spins and rushes the wind filling his ears. 16. He explains the roum and people of East Africa. 17. They are due to adaptation to change impressions in depth. They treat it with patience rather than. 19. How did he successfully draw clearly in his sketchbook and write in his notebook while camping in the
bush? 20. It's not simply that readers still enjoy his work. Spelling Power Grade 7 29 38 Lessons Application for Proofreading 9 12 Read the list of imaginary readings below. Find twenty words that are unpretentious and their circle. Then, on the numbered rows, write the correct spelling for each word
surrounded. 1. Seeking Assignments in Electronics, by Mike Rochip 2. Injury action, by May Hem and Dee Moe Lishen 3. Bug Repelent Camping, by Hugh Otto Yomind 4. Notable signs of Burnout, by Anita Break 5. Don't Be Defensless, by Marshall Artz 6. How We Sent Winning Lucky Draw Entries, by
Major Effurtz and Lottie Luck 7. Dessert Extodged by Great Chef, by Sally Vaytin 8. Handle Upside Down Luck, by B. Trudy Yosef and Donna Sellyaself Short 9. Voluntary Partnership Authority, by Della Gate 10. Forced to Prevent Crime, by Lon Norder 11. Increase your diet Diversity, by Sal Lidd and Joe
Gurt 12. Form Our Own Destiny, by Bro. Xavier Sole 13. Autobiography Of Observable Genius, by I. R. Smart 14. Prohibit weather patterns, by Harry Kanes and Sy Clones 15. Inangured Home Security, by Jimmie DeLock 16. Preventable Lonlines, by Doris Alwiss Oppen 17. Purposful News writing, by
Ed Dittorial 18. How To Keep Radiateing Rejuvention, by Pastor Prime 19. Awarness of Manners, by Etta Kett 20. Pursuit of Cure for Hay Fever, by Al R. Gee Grade 7 Spelling Power
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